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Pro-Series Interfacing Instructions, copyright, Fashion Sewing Supply
VERY IMPORTANT ! BEFORE APPLYING INTERFACING, your FASHION FABRIC should be PRE-TREATED
by Washing/Drying or DRY CLEANING. DO *NOT* USE FABRIC SOFTENER of Any kind because it interferes with the bonding process.

~~ Our Interfacing does NOT shrink, but your fabric might...so please pre-treat your Fabric ~~
PRO-WOVEN *Superior Sew-in* Interfacings—ALL weights, are totally stable Woven SEW-in Interfacings. Pre-treatment is NOT needed,they
DO NOT SHRINK. Apply as you would any sew-in interfacing. NOTE- Black color of Pro-Woven Lightly Soft should be rinsed in plain water to
remove possibility of excess dye.
PRO-WOVEN “SHIRT Crisp” Fusible Interfacing is a crisp yet flexible fusible cotton Woven Interfacing. It was specially made to produce
perfectly CRISP Shirt Collars and Cuffs. No pre-treatment is needed, it DOES NOT SHRINK. Because high heat is needed, fuse to fabrics that
have at least 20% cotton or linen content. To Apply1. Place the “fusible resin side” (the shiny side) of the interfacing DOWN onto the WRONG (back) side of the fashion fabric.
2. Cover with a very lightweight press cloth.
3. Use High Heat (High Cotton/Linen iron temperature), and press using steam and firm pressure for 10-20 seconds. Repeat until the entire
interfaced area has been fused. Do NOT slide the iron. Turn over repeat steps 2-3 on the right side of the fabric using a press cloth. The finished
garment may be washed and dried on warm laundry settings, ONLY if the fashion fabric was thoroughly pre-washed and machine-dried.

IMPORTANT ! ON SOME FABRICS, Pro-Woven will fuse easier and faster with a DRY iron and High Heat.
PRO-WOVEN “SUPER Crisp” Fusible Interfacing is a VERY crisp cotton fusible woven Interfacing. It was specially made for VERY Crisp Shirt
Collars and Cuffs and can also be used to strengthen fabrics when making purses, and for other craft purposes. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It
DOES NOT SHRINK. Apply as directed for “Pro-Woven Shirt Crisp”, above. The finished garment may be washed and dried on warm
laundry settings only if the fabric was pre-washed and dried. High heat is needed, so fuse to fabrics that have at least 20% cotton or linen content.
PRO-WOVEN “LIGHT Crisp” Fusible Interfacing is a lightly crisp and flexible cotton fusible woven Interfacing. It was specially made for softer and
lighter collars and cuffs and other sewing applications on woven fabrics. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK. Apply as
directed for “Pro-Woven Shirt Crisp”, above. Because high heat is needed, fuse to fabrics that have at least 20% cotton or linen content.
PRO-SHEER Elegance COUTURE Fusible Interfacing is the most lightweight, finely woven fusible interfacing, with wonderful drape. Made for
the Most lightweight, delicate and sheer Woven fabrics. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK Apply as directed for PRO-SHEER
Elegance, below. Finished Garment should be Hand-washed,Dry-cleaned,or Machine washed ONLY Briefly on the MOST Delicate/ Cool/ Low Settings.
PRO-SHEER Elegance LIGHT Fusible Interfacing is a very lightweight stable woven interfacing with a tiny bit of crosswise “mechanical” stretch.
It has wonderful drape and is suitable for all lightweight woven fabrics. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK. To Apply1. Place the “fusible resin side” of the interfacing DOWN onto the WRONG (back) side of the fashion fabric.
2. Cover with a very lightweight press cloth.
3. This interfacing can be fused with an iron temperature from “low wool” to “high wool”. It will depend on your fabric. Start with a lower temp and
go higher if necessary to bond completely. Fuse using firm even pressure for a full 10 to 15 seconds. Use a little steam for best adhesion.
4. Turn over and repeat the same pressing sequence from the right side, making sure to use a lightweight press cloth .
The finished garment should be laundered delicately in cool water, laid flat to dry, or dried on the lowest setting for a short time. May
also be Dry Cleaned. IF YOUR FABRIC IS WASHABLE AT HIGHER TEMPERATURES, You can fuse with more steam and higher heat...then
your garment may be laundered on WARM machine settings-- DO NOT DRY with High heat.
Garments made with Pro-Weft Supreme OR ProSheer COUTURE- Handwash, use Very Delicate/Cool laundering, or dry-clean.
PRO-SHEER Elegance MEDIUM Fusible Interfacing is a mid-weight version of our original Pro-Sheer Elegance. It is a wonderfully flexible
woven fusible interfacing. Use with all Light to Medium-weight Woven fabrics. Can be fused at lower temperatures. Great for collars/cuffs/plackets
on fabrics like chambray and flannel. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK. Apply as directed for PRO-SHEER Elegance, above.
PRO-TRICOT Deluxe Fusible Interfacing is a wonderfully soft and flexible knit fusible interfacing made with a small percentage of lycra so that it
has controlled stretch in all directions. This “All Bias” interfacing was specially made to be used with knit fabrics of all kinds. It can also be fused to
leather. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK. Apply as directed for PRO-SHEER Elegance, above.
PRO-WEFT Supreme LIGHT-weight Fusible Interfacing is a lightweight Brushed Weft-Insertion fusible interfacing that has been specially made
for use when “Soft Tailoring” with light to medium weight woven fabrics. It can also be used to completely underline fabrics when Tailoring. It can be
fused to leather. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK. Apply as directed for “PRO-SHEER Elegance”, above.
PRO-WEFT Supreme MEDIUM-weight Fusible Interfacing is a medium-weight lightly brushed, very flexible, “double-weave”
weft-insertion interfacing that has been specially made for tailoring with medium to heavy-weight fabrics. Makes beautiful waistbands. It can
be fused to leather. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK. Apply as directed for “PRO-SHEER Elegance”, above.
PRO-TAILOR Classic *Fusible* HAIR-Cloth/Canvas is a professional grade Fusible Hair Canvas specially made to meet the needs of
both classic and modern tailoring methods on medium to heavy-weight suiting fabrics. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, It DOES NOT SHRINK.
Place the “fusible resin side” of the interfacing DOWN onto the WRONG (back) side of the fashion fabric. 2. Cover with a press cloth, With iron set to
Medium High Heat (wool settings) and press using firm pressure and steam for 15-20 seconds. Do NOT slide the iron. Then Turn over and repeat the
same pressing from the right side, making sure to use a press cloth. Dry-cleaning of finished garment recommended.
PRO-TAILOR Classic *Sew-In * HAIR-Cloth/Canvas is a professional grade hair canvas that should be applied
using traditional tailoring methods. Pre-treatment is NOT needed, it DOES NOT SHRINK. Dry-cleaning finished garment recommended.

